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I
,.

DEFINITION

OF

FOREIGN

POLICY

,:.,
__ .,

All states have some kind of relations with one
another;· they have to be have with one anothe-r in a particular
manner.

The,y framing of the foreign policy is, therefore, an
( 1)

essential· activity of the modern state.
A preliminary difficulty concerns_what is meant by
I.

the term "Foreign policyt and what areas of political activity
it: is taken as covering.
According to Joseph Frankel, "Foreign policy consists' of decisions and actions which involve to some appreciable
extent relations between one St'ate and other".
E. s. Northedge, in his books "The foreign policies
i

oJ the

po~r's

says", Foreign policy is the use of political

influence :in order to induce other sta~ to exercise their law
'

making power in a manner desired by the State concerned•
To quote B. Ghosh and B. Sengupta "Foreign policy
m~ans

determination of national goals and formulation of methods

or means to achieve them."

'

Foreign policy consists of the external behaviour
of States.

Norman Hill Statss that "It is the content or substan-

ee of a nations ef' fo:rt to oramote its interests vis- &--vis other
nations".

According to Hartman,

u~

foraign policy is a systema-
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statement of deliberately

selec~ed

national interestsw

II
Dr;. Johnson defines it as "The art of Government
chiefly with respect to foreign pov.rers'''•

To Ruthna .9vlramy, nit is

the bundle of principles and practices that regulate the inter
course of a state with other states.
George .Modelskl observes that

fo~aign

policy is the

systematic activities evolved by communities for changing the beh&viour of other states and for adjusting their own activities to the
environment".
According to Padelford and Lincoln, foreign .Policy is
... 0.

, the key element in the process by which a state translates its
broadly conceived oaals and intera sts into concrete courses of
action to attain these objectives and preserve its interests. The
.national interest are the key elements in the foreign policy of a
country.

c.c-.

Redee describes foreign policy as "a group of

principles which are adopted

yy

the States to protect their national

interests and to change the behaviour of other states.
For some, .the term implies a stable set of .attitude
towards the international environment, an implicit of explicit plan
about

a

country's relationship with the outside world; 'a conscious

image of what is or

ou~ht

to be the country's place in the world, or

some general guiding principles or atti tuc:e s date rmining or in.

fluencing decisions on specific issues.

( 2)

For others, the tarm

1
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implies rather: a field of related but distinct actions and issues

( 3)

in which 'there neither is nor can be foreign policy ingeneral,
in which policy is formulated in a disjoined fashion, largely in
response to immediate pressures and events in a number of separate
structures and issue areas.
Those who hold the former view of foreign policy as
'high policy' are concerned primarily·with diplomacy and the threat
of. force as characteristic forms of foreign· policy behaviour to
which a number of other areas of foreign relations are or may an
occasion be subordinate.

These who hold the 1 attar view, nothing

that wars or threats of force are exceptional rather than normal
events·in international relations, and that political calculations
'cover

a much

wider range of a country's foreign relations. than
.... 0.

national security and territorial integrity, are inclined.to
include in their definition of foreign policy commercial relations, the regulation of international commerce and travel, emigra-

tion and immigration, cultural policy, external investment and so

on.
Foreign policy is necessary activity of the modern
States.

It arises from circumstances; firstly that the State is,

as Lenin remarked, not an immured island but a number of a Society
of states, participation in which is inescapable, the secondly
in this society political powar is not centralised but distributed smong the states in unequal measure.
Foreign policy has been compared to gliding rather
than to power· driven flight; to sailing as opposed to managing
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steamship, to gardening, in which luck and the chances of favourable weather play their part, as distinct from the process of
manufacturing an article which expends in direct line from drawing
board to retail shopo

Fore~gn

policy resembles any other state

activity, like maintains educational a medical services a upholding law and BXkX order.
t~e.contingent

can

o~ly

H~A.Lo

Fisher once called 'the play of

and the unforeseen'.

To which may be added what

be described as the perverse logic of international events,

the tendency for situation to arise which here not only not anticipated but which states devoted their best effort to avert.
Foreign policy constitutes an endless dialogue between the powers of continuity and the powers of change.

Foreign

policy is the product of interaction between pressures internal and
external to the state, have a certain prennial quality about them.
Foreign policy may be de scribed as a means of putting
I

a state ni te communication With 1 ts external environment anvironment only partially under its control a Government's freedom to
· conduct this dialogue With
.

ne~ghbour

state is restricted by pre-

.

0

ssures originating within the countryo to this all esle will tend
to be subordinated including ideology on the principle

~LUS

POPULI SJPREMLEX.

The.difficult concept of independence, the relative
freedom of a court from interference in what it regards as its
internal affairs and some degree of power to express and implement
and dependent view point on external affairs.
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The next, interest engaged in foreign policy as the
move down the scale of importance; namely, the totality of the
country's stake in the prevailing international system, the entire
congeries of rights and previleges if exercises beyond its borders.

the aminities and assets it enjoys the commitments and obligations
it shoulders.

Notes and References:
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3. David, Vital - The making of British Foreign policy (London,
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SECTICN- II

FOREIGN

POLICY

MAKING

The formulation of foreign policy is essentially an
exercise iri. the choice of ends and means on the part of a nation
.

( 1)

state in an.· International setting.

It is necessary first of

all,. to for:mulate a broad and.or goal v,'hich will give a sense of
purpose and; qirection to foreign policy.

This goal need not, and

in fact mus;t not, be static in content, but it must be a conceptually

long~;-term

goal to which immediate objectives, and _the short-

term polici:es pertaining to them, can be related.

Though broad,

this goal mbst not be a vague one, but must be clearly definable
'

and divisib,le in to some concrete and specific components, since
'

otherwise i:t will not be possible to 'formulate .any goal oriented
clear policies short-term or long term and foreign policy may de.generate

l

i~·to

'

a futile exercise in wholly thinking, loose talk and

aimless shift of emphasis from one thing to another.

The.olong term

goal can ofly be the cumulative result of a series of short tenn
objectives~

and unless the latter are consistent with the long-

term goal,. ]:and the means for their efficient realization are
'·

. ration all yj cnosen, the actual long-term result of foreign policy
( 2)

will diver$e from the goal set.
This general and theoritical statement regarding the
problem of· the making of foreign policy does not, however, tell us
anything a~out the ends and means of foreign policy of India, or
for that matter, of any state in particular. The actual long-term-
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goal of foreign'policy and the short-term objectives which)are con'sistent with it, as v.ell as the choice of means open to the makers
of the foreign policy of any particular country depend on a variety
of basis determinates like geography, political tradition and the
national value system, economic development, the international
millieu and the domestic millieu; and the whole process of policy
formulation ·in which, at least in a demOcracy, public opinion,
political parties, pressure groups parliament the cabinet, the
Prime Minister,· the foreign minister, and the foreign office play
. .
:
'
( 3)
. a more or le.ss :important role.
The task of the cabinet, which
in a democracy,. is ultimately responsible for the making of foreign
policy, and of the foreign minister in particular, is not to make
an ideal and ·purely theoretical choice of ends and means, but to
make a rational choice out of the limited number of realizable
I

ends and means available in a period of time.
Another variable in the ·formulation of the foreign
.poticy is the attitude of the policy makers.

How decision makers

interprete national interest and their image of the external
scenario or glebal environment bas much to do wi tb the formulation

of the foreign policy.
policy to

According t·:) Pr<.,f o r, .:)lbrai th "Foreign

an extant is the reflection of the

funda~~ntal

inter-

etts of those who make it.
In the formulation of foreign policy the ruling·elite
plays a decisive.role.

Since the final shape of foreign policy is

the handiwork of these. elites, the impact of their views and 'perso-
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nality is quite natural•

It is the task of policy makers to trans-

form.in puts into out puts.
Howaver, it must be noted that decision making in
foreign policy does not mean the formulation of a "grand design"
by a few leaders interests of their pereonal wisdom or

It

\~ims.

is essentially an "Intermental process'i involving the intorplay of
a wide variety of basic determinants (such as geography, economic
development, domestic milicel and international milleu etco)

~~xx

political institution, organisation pulls and pressures of a
bureaucratic - political nature and the personality of
sion

maker~.

tr~

deci-

The basic determinants constitute the boundary con-

ditions of decision making which no national policy maker can
ignore.

Political insitution such as public opinion, party orga-

nisations pressure groups, legislature, executive and

for~ign

' office must be regarded as major paraneters of the decisional
system.

Finally, the personalities of the prychological propen-

sities and above all, their need for personal political survival,
(4)

i

'inevitably condition the final choice of ends and means.
These basic determinants of foreign policy, however,
vary in importance according to circumstances 11 and it is difficult to lay down any general rule regarding the relative
tance of each of these factors or a
foreign minister must
policy decisions.
these basic

~aaxx

seal~

impo~

of priorities which the

permanently ·adhere to in making his

However, there are certain elements, out of

d·~termines

which are more or lass material in charac-
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,ter•

Some of there are relatively permanent, such as Geography

and natural resources.

Others, like the economic, industrial, and

military establishments, are more

on human manipulation.

E~WISB~

changeable and depends

Then there are human factorso

The subs-

tance of foreign policy and major historic policies of countries
.

energe from these determinants and instrumentalities.
The elements of foreign.policy may be

(5)

classification~

follows:
A·•

The relative permanent material elements.

1. Geography.
a) Location, (b) Size, (c) Topography, and (d) State boundaries

etc.
2. Natural Resources.
a) Minerals

b) Food production
c) Energy and power

B• Less permanent material elements.

1. Industrial establishment
2. Military establi$hment
3o

Changes in industrial and military capacity

c.

The human:;{elements : Quantitative and qualitative •
.,!~'f:t-_:-

1. Quantita'tfve - Populationo
2. Qualitative.
J.~

1
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a) Policy makers and leaders
b)· The role of ideology

c) The role of information.
~.

Geography:
Geography is the more or less pe manent element of

foreign policy and perhaps it is the most stable factor underguiding a nation's policies.
Geography has been one of the most potent factors in
influencing the formulation of foraign policy.

Geography· includes

location, size, topograpl)y, st .=1te boundaries, climate, hydrography
soil etc.

~n

analysis of the foreign policy goals of any country

reveals the strong influence of Geography.

For instance, the
o,

foreign policy of Britain was centred on the principles of balance
of power, supremacy on the seas and expansion of empire.

These

aspects of the British foreign policy were the natural off shoot
of her Geography.

Similarly, the geo-political position of U.S.A.

helped her in trs part to follow an isolationist foreign policy
under the Monroe Doctoring ( 1923} o

Russia's location impelled her

to seek access first to the Bal tie and to the Black Sea"

( 6)

No one would doubt that communications and modern
~·t

warfare have shifted the emphasis th.at can properly be laid

on geographic location, but its influence continues in various
ways, not least in the case of the great powers.

The territorial

expense of the S:>viet Union, whose land mass extends over one
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seventh of -the land area of the earth. or the vast reaches of the
Chinese empire both make military conquest and control prOblematical even with absolute weapons.
B. Nat ural Resources

As a part of the broad Geographic base of a nation,
we must also keep in mind the natural resources of the nation; they
include land available for food production and its mineral metal
and water resources.

The policy patterns of some nations can be

understood interms of their food re o,uirements and the fact that
they rely heavily on the importation of

~ood.

Other nations have

(7)

a food surplus and are primarily concerned with access to makers.
Self- sufficient! y in this natural resource ttas enhanced the power of Russia and the United St~tes while Britain and
other European nations have been made weak9r by their want of oil.
The middle East Still furnishes a large proportion of Western

Europe's oil supplies and, barring major conflicts.
continue to infouance foreign policyo

This fact will

Mence control of oil or

natural resource becomes a crucial factor in world politics and
'·oil diplomacy' has emerged as a term of art among policy
Modern technology changes in weapons and

m~kers.

warfr~re,

and

the amazing developments in communications system are based squaraly
on the utilisation of high energy resources.

Thus, access to high

energy sources such as coal fields and oil reserves in an ob·Jious
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requisite for any nation which expetts to compete in the modern industrial world.·
5elf sufficiency in war time becomes a decisive source
of strength.

Food and energy are the life blood of a nation by which

its leaders can

e~sily

over come any crisis situation.

B. Less permanent material elements:
1. Industrial Establishment:
Industrial establishment is another important element
of foreigQ policy and it affects the foreign policy of a nation.
Since world war II, near about seventy nations gained recognition by
the twin forces of industrial revolution and the contemporary political revolution.

The industrial establishment of a country has been

the most basic factor of world power in the nineteenth and twentieth
centuries.
Industrial capacity in both world wars 11 even Jnare than
peace time military strength, proved to be the main force.
the latent power of United

St~tes

It was

reflected in its industrial re-

sources, that tipped the scales and gave the victory to the allied
powers in world war II.
Military

Sstablishment~

Military establishments of nations comprise another
and possibly the most explicit element of foreign policy.

The mili- ·

tary establishment plays an indispensable role in protecting the
nations diplomatic vital interest~~) Diplomacy and military strength
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hand
go/in hand.

In an earlier day, the gr·3at powers sent gunboats up

the rivers of states they were seeking to influences to day a show
of strength involves air forces,

fl~cts,

and satellites.

SOme of the European nations, for example, have decided the independent military establishments would carry little
weight in the modern world; they have had little choice but to become a part of the NATO arrang·emant.
~s

long as force ramains the final arbiter of rivalri-

es among Nations, the comparative strengths of military establishment will set boundaries to actions in foreitJaa affairs.
3.

Changes in industrial and military capacity:
The difficulties in herent in maintaining mili.tary

Establishments that will not suffer defeat are more complex than
mere responses to technological change.. .l\ country may recognise
the need for military organs capable of supporting the foreign policies it pursues but be limited in the margin of its economic resources that can be turned to military use•

5Jme countries exhaust

their resources in attaining a viable economy; others like the
United States, have a surplus with which to mset
and political commitment.

for~ign

military

Belgium can not afford to devote the

same part of its gross national product to military ends a~ can
the Soviet Union or the United States.

Thus, both in absoltJte and

relative terms, the military establishment of smaller powers must
lay behind.
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However, it should be remembered that technology is
not the

~only

important element in military stren•;rth.

l\

te chni-

cally w.aaker nation can, if it is sufficiently determined, tie dm"ffl
if not defeat outright a stronger nation in a guerilla combato
Most recently, the effectiveness of this method has been shovl!n in
Algeria and in Indo-China.

11\'her·~

the effectiveness of this rnethod

(9)

has baen shown very recently.
Ther~

erroii'S are commonly made in appraising tbe

military componant of foreign policy.

First, military power is

often confused with national po~~r, and a nation's capacity to
impose its

will is equated with its military

establis~nto

Second,

the military element is often viewed in more static t·erms than is
appropriate.

Third, it is difficult to analyse and foresee, in

advance of a particular war, the most effective distribution of the
components of military force.

c.

The Human Elements : Quantitative and Qualitative.

1. Quantitative : Population:
There is another set of elements that make up a third
concentric circle of factors of policy.
forces both quantitative and qualitative.
tative factor that obviously must

~e

tion of the capacity of the strJte s.

They constitute the human

Population is a quanti-

considered in every

~alcula

India's vast and rapidly

growing population profoundly affects its foreign policy. Primarily
by slowing down her rate of economic growth and making Indians he a-

vily depend on foreign aid.

The

absol•.Jt~

size of the population
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'determines the per capita availability of land and other natural
resources.
Countries, like China and India, gets importance
partly for the size of thair population.

Conversely, nations with

f alli."ig birth rates have lost influence among the ·S:>ciety of nrJtion~

as France did after world war I.
In more general terms, then, population is an element of foreign policy that is not absolutely predicttble and that
depends on other related elements.

It may be able to or prevent a

state from achieving its national purposes, but in either role, it
is also. subject to change and fluctuationo
2. Qualitative:
A. Policy makers and leaders:
Another important element of foreign policy is the
role of policy makers
system.

and political leadership within a political

From the formal point of view, a policy maker is the offi-

cial empowered with making the relevant decisions in foreign policy.
In sotoo

political system, the officials are the effective decision

makers,

particularly in ·the case of stable democratic systems and

well est·ablished authoritarian systemsq

In other cases, the offi-

cials are not the effective decision makers~ the matter is ope
empirical observation, knowledge of existing domestic systems, and
study of historical patterns of foreign policy action.
Political leaders enjoy a great role in the formula-
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tion of foreign policy of a nation state.

Political leaders, in

most societies, acts in order to maintain the security of the
national state.

They can, however, react to alternatives proposed

by policy makers.

Indeed, their responsibilities as leaders of

segments of the mass public require them to judge government proposals •••••• t o

It

. s ...... o that are relevant to· the
mak e " op i n ~on

area in which they exercise leadership..

Then they are obligated to

pronounce their judgements •••• to articulClte the interests of those
in the mass public for whom they are leaders.
In this way both their followers and their colleagues·
in government are informed as to

~~mtax ~meather

acceptable, or at least not objectionable.

a proposal is

Because they are

spokesmen for diverse segments of the public, in other words,
national leaders have an informal authority which the ordinary
citizen does not possess, which official dam can not ignore; and
which thus enables them to prevent or permit the selection of ?1ternatives that are formulated, modified and proposed by government leaders.
It is also important to define the relations

betv~en

the various decision makers or wielders of power.
Ss The Role of ideology:
0

What is the role of ideology within the international system?

The term ideology applies not on!y to

tXK~»R

the

manner in which objectives are shaped but also to how the given
objectives ~ill be pursued.

Th~re

is a range of means, extending
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from outright violence to attachment to the established proceduresa

As long as international rules for the adj ustiMnt ...and accommodation
of conflict have a vary low degree of legitimacy, conflict will
always involve a threat of violence.

The Sino- Soviet conflict, the !Jnited States involvement in South-East Asia, f ar-ra aching Social and political changes in
South i\me:rica,. as in Chile; and growing resentment of Ucos. and Soviet
· influen·ce all are indications of the fludity of the present situation

in which the only discernible pattern is the reassertion of national
aspirations by independent sovereign states&

c.

The Role of Information.
Information plays a role in shaping foreign policy. The

problem of
available information, which forms the basic of the policy.,_f.
maker's decision is very complex.

flow,

mu~

Came theory postulaters its free

as the liberal economics assumed perfect mobility and

price pompetition the ~Liberal model' is useful because. on its basis,

we can make inferences about events and developments even when empirical reality does not fit the model..

Game theory, useful in military

analysis when we consider tha use of weapons and force is less rele-

.-

vant to the study of foreign policy.
To undertake a discussion of the relationship between
information and policy-making or

for~ulation

·of

~~x

objectives, we

would have to consider.
(a) Information available to decision making and
0

governing elites; (b) Information as a source of conflict among
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elites; (c) Possession of information as a source of po•t.rer and
influence among certain of the political elites or decision makers.

(d) The manner in which information is

p~rceived;

and (e) the serious

problem of the disparity between the information available to the
public and that available to ·various public policy making and leadership groups..
n information.~'

A. subsidiary

problem is that of the manufacturing of

in different degrees in all political systernso
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SECTION - III
A IDE.ORY OF

INDI~N

FOREIGN

POLICY

India be carr.!! an Ind,pendent State on ,1;ugust 15 11 1947,
the Foreign Policy of India can,
I

ho~~ver,

be dated from september,

2, 1946 \'>.'hen an • Interim Government • was formed and understood that

India was in effect free to follow her own foreign policy, Prior to

that date, India's foreign policy was directed by Great
Britain to which India was politically

2~itiEK

subordinat~e

In his speech at Indian Council of Affairs 22nd lf.arch 11
1949, Jawaharlal Nehru remarked, nForeign policy is normally some-

thing which develops gradually.

Apart from certain theoretical pre-

positions, you may lay down it as a thing which if it is

has

raal~

( 1)

some relations to accuality and not nearly to pure theory...

IOdia

'as a develop in~ country \'las never in a position of an Independent or

autonomous actor in world affairs.

The ruling classes of India have

to respond to the s!veral chC!llenges coll!ing from within the political
frame work in the country as well as from the system of international
politics in the post 2nd 'Norld War period.

The politico-economic base of Indian foreign policy
is too weak to allow her to play an independent role in world politics.

the

XI India failed to acquire the possible independence within

frame~~rk

of an International system basad on cold war politics&

.1'\·s India failed to develop a strong independent 2ocio-economic base

within the country she could not exploit the great contradictions,
0

vertical as well as horizontal, which amannted after 1945; even under
Jawaharlal Nehru who was the most enlightened representative of the

Indian ruling clas58s.
This dependent character of Indian ruling classes
was not exposed as long as the world was torn by cold war politics
po'o..~rs.

between the two super

5o there remained a V<'lst area of

international politics where the policy of

non-~lignment

As the ruling classes could not

safely operate.

base of the nationo

exp~nd

could
the social

It is beyond their power to operate independen

-tly in intellJBational arena without firm support from some super
powe~.

(This weakness of the Indian foreign policy was coi!IPelled
(2)
her to sign the Indo- soviet friendship treaty of 1961).
Still

the Indian foreign policy based on the doctrine of non- ~lignrnent
is serving same purpose as she has not to take a decisive role in
cold war politics as the inner contradictions of the two antagonis-

tic \\rorld system.
Up till now the dependents of Indian for9ign policy
on some of the super powers is clear.
there to meet external dangers.

The

Indo- Soviet treaty is

It has _already proved its effec-

tiveness in case of an international crisis like the war of liberation in Bangladesh.

So tbe Soviet stick and the imAge is now

involved all the processes of structuring of Indian Foreign policy ..
India is ihcreasing becoming the corner stone of Soviet global
( 3)

policy.

Tbe &>viet po\'rer is fundamentally different from other

capitalist po·wers.

So under the patronage India will undergo vast

internal changes which may have some potentiality to make India
emerged as a self reliznt power.

INDIAN

FOREIGN

94

POLICY h:iAKING

Foreign policy is never original.
_ned by a certain order of factso

r~ain,

It is determi-

foreign policy is never

uniquely determined by any one factor or a set of factors, but is
the result of the interplay of a large nur.ber of factors that
affect the formulation of policy in different ways and different
( 4)

circumstances.

SJma of these factors are

relatiG~ely

stable

and regarded as more basic or unchangeable determinants of policy
r~ng

than others.

the basic determinants of our foreign policy

the most important are, Geography, economic development, political
tradition, domestic millieu and international milleau . .
Now let us ax amine these determinants as they

affect and shape of Indian foreign policy.
At. GECG:to\PHY.

Geography of India plays an important role in
making Indian foreign policy.
one of the
_5 baping

Geography has conferred upon India
~nd

main determinants of her for?ign

defence policies,

her attitude towards other cot..mtrie s.
India is the Ssventh

larg~st

( 32,80 9 483 Sqg Km)

and the second most populous (75 crore) st-3te in the "Norld .. It
has sorr.e thing like 3, SCO m·i.les of coastal frontier and 8,200
0

miles of land frontier.

Few rec;:Jions of the ,Norld have such p=r-
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feet boundaries as the Indian sub-continent. The _India sub-continent separated from the rest of :1\sia by formidable n.1tural
barriers in all directions constitutas a distinct geographicdl region in cultural economic and political terms.
India is sheltered by tha Bay of I3engal, the Indian
ocean and the P.rabian sea in the S.:Jst, South and 1Hest and the
Himalays in the N0 rth.

Her iand frontiers mest meet Pakistan,
I Ill\
\:.1'}

Bangladesh, China, Nepal, Bhutan, Afghasnistan and Burma.
Hence, Geography of India plays an important role to
making Indian foreign policy.
topography, state

boundari~s,

Geography includes location, size,
population, climate, hydrography,

soil etc. and undoubt::dly all of these geographical elt3rnents. C!re
important in varying degrees for India's national politics and
foreign relations.

But due to limitations of space I shall con-

tinue myself here to a study of the first.

1. Location.
The history of International relations shows that
location has always been an import.:mt determinnnt of the foreign
relations of a state.

The highest mountain range of the.wcjrld on

the south inevitably make India one of the
impact of geog::-aphical location of

for,~ign

~-.'€

st examples of the

relations.

Nehru had a keen appreciation of this and made
India's weight:t size and geographical location the main source of
his policies.

He writes

11

we are in a strdtegic part of

'\si;~

set
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in the centre of the Indian ocean with intimate past and present
connections with western :t\siav .:buth-e ast

.~sia,

Eastern

short, India is situated on the cross-roads of ;sia.
of

~\sian

bridge.

through India.
in

\~rld

~sia" ~

In

It is a sort

.1\11 the major sea and air route of the world pass

India and the Indian ocean are an indispansable link

trade and commercial inter course.
Thus India occupies an important 3eographical position

in a local, regional and global sense 9 India's geographical location
has also made it inevitable that her political, commercial and cultural relations should be based orimarily on oceanic intercourse at

'
( 6)
present and in the foreseable future.
·

2. SIZE.

The fact that Independent India emerged as the
seventh largest state in tbe world is not without considerable geopolitical significance,

In the first place, unless tho soil and the

subsoil are unusually barren, a large territory generally means a
0

relatively large stock of natural resources.

9::condly, the vast-

ness of India's territory has an important bearing on her external
security.

These two important

consequences of the bigness of her

territory make India an important and
national politics in her ovm rightw

indep~ndent

factor in inter-

It would not be rational for

India, therefore, to behave in international relations like a small
state with a small territory, population and resource base.
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3·.1 ntE HTIILIU.AYAN FRONTIER.

The Himalayan play's an iffi?ortant role ln the mc1king
of Indian foreign policy.
The great geopolitical significance of India's Himalayan frontier was explained by Nehru in 1963 ,..,'hen he said "If it is

breached, the way to the Iridian plains and the oceans beyond would
lie exposed; and the threat to India would then, likewise, be a
threat

to

the other countries of South and South-E?.st 1\sia.

India• s

determination to resist aggression and retain her territorial inte-

grity is, therefore, a vital factor in the safeguarding of peace and
stability throughout this \'llhole are a."
On the extreme west of the N0 rthern frontier of the
Indo-Pakistan subcontinent is the Pakistan occupied area of Kashmir,
which. i.!? contiguous to the :si:Rki~~ Sinki ang provinct:: of China and
. :~~·~;~~i
almost ·'""~'contiguous, to the Taafzhik Republic of the Soviet Union, and

is thus great geopolitical

area of Ladakh which is
occupation.

i~ortance.

claim~d

E.ast of this sector is that

by India, but is now under chinese.

Next to the Chinese occupied area of Ladakh is a narrow

strip of the Ladakh Tibet frontier which is still under Indian con-

trol.
Next comes the border between Tibet and Nepal which
1 s a sovereign state and a member of the UNO. The relatively short
Sikkim-Tibet frontier comes after the Nepal-Tibet border~ Between
Sikkim and Bhutan, and looking like a dagger poised at the Darjeeling
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and 3alpaigur districts of West Bengal, lies the chumbi valley of
Tibet, where China deployed her armed forces in strength and built
a military

aerodrome.

Further east stretches the Bhutan-Tibet

frontier.
1\.ll of these border betwe::!n the India and the other
States, there are many important passes, which is a vi tal importance in India's security.

It must be noted that small mountain

states like Nepal and Bhutan occupy a unique ?OSition in International relations, and at the s aroo tirm, in purely· geographical
terms.

Extremely vulnerable in the contemporary period, In _fact,

the security problem in this sector is more political than military,
arisin~

mainly out of a possible collusion between Pakistan and

\7)

China.
4. TiiE

INOI.~

OCEAN.
The logic of geography inevitably makes India a sea-

faring nation 11 and the Indian ocean is, ther-gfore, vital to our external political and economic

relati~ns

and even to our every nati-

anal existence.
To day the Indian ocean continues to play the same
vi tal· role in our national life and destiny.

Almost our entire fore-

ign trade and our heavy coastal trade depends on the freedom of the
Indian ocean.

Our economic developm3nt

is, 'therefore, heavily depen-

dent on this Ocean.
Politically, the central and dominant location of
India in the Indian ocean area helps to play a role of global impor-
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tance.

Connecting as it does the Atlantic and the Pacific, the

Ocean powerfully influences the foreign policy of the UQS.A. and
the European stAtes almost as much it affects that of the Asian
States and Australia; and India's strategic location makes her inP
pact unavoidable politically and military.
Indian diplomacy rather than Naval power must,
therefore, be primarily responsible in the forsseable future for
the security of the Indian ocean; and in this diplomacy, peaceful
relations with Pakistan would be of utmost importance.
5. n-IB INDO-PAI<lSfAN

FROI"lTIER.

The Indo-Pakistan boundary represents the political
division of a single geographical, ecological economic and defence
unit, with the all the resultant incoggeuities, anomalies and irrationalities.,
India's frontier with Pakistan, however, has generally posed a more acute security problem, especially in vi·ew of a
large proportion of the Indian armed forces being locked up in
Kashmir.

In this sector India has

a

potential enemy on both the

flanks a potentiality which may become an actuality in the event
of

Si~Pakistan

military collusion.

From the purely

~filS~~»

geopolitical point of view,

the problem of security would be immeasurable simplified, for
both India and Pakistan if the armed forces of the two states were
not locked up in mutual confrontation within the subcontinent.
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B. ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT •

In a

dev~loping

state, whose actual economic strength

is neeessarily low, the rate of economic growth determines the power
potential, defines in material terms, which the realists regard as
the only factor of significance, but is at any rate one of the major
elements,. in contimporary international relations.

The rate of

growth determines how soon, and if at all, a developing state can
hope to become a major power from the economic point of viewi it determines, whether and after what period of time the state can develop a military capability adequate for its own security, it indi-

cates, to a considerable extent, the viability or otherwise of the
political system ovl!r a period of time.

The style of development,

along with the rate of growth, determines tbe extent of dependence
on foreign aid and the boundary

ECIIPlti

, aid is to be sought and secureds

~

conditions within which such

related and major aspect of

economic development is the expansion and diversificatimn of foreign
trade.

All this has obvious significance for for.: ign policy.

lo BASIC COMPULSIONS.
rrom

the point of view of the national power poten-

tial, population, natural resources and technology are generally considered to be the most important variables in the process of economic development, these basic factors play 0 s major role in the formulation of foreign policy.
2• PATTERN OF G8:>Wffi

Economic development as such can take place under
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different, often conflicting, idealogical and state systems.

It

has taken place in England and .run~rrica under free enterprise and
political democracy in Japan under free enterprise aided by the
State, and in the SOviet Union and China under a wholly state controlled and regimented politico-economic system.

But the economic,

political and social disciplines needed for economic growth under
Contem;orary

different state systems are quite different.

~~rld

politics being characterised by a high degree of political and
ideological tension, the pattern of growth
tant

det~rminant

also acts as an
.

of the pulls and pressures exerted on the

impo~
0

~tate

by

outside powers, and, therefore, also of the way in ·which it should
deal with them.

The pattern of economic development is, in other

words, one of the important factors in the formulation of India's
foreign policy.

The

grov~h

pattern, in turn, is dependent on the

constraints imposed by the constitution" the role of the State and
, ideology of economic development.
3. DIPLOMJ'CY OF

ECOO~IC

DeVELOPMENT.

The acceptance of rapid economic development as the
. most important national objective, the basic compulsions generated
by the development programme and the pattern of growth

\Ne

have so

far adopted, have made it imperative that our foreign policy should
have a pO'"'erful economic orientation.,
Black has called, from

th~

In

oth~r

words, vmat Eugene

point of view of the aid giving count-

ties, the ndiplo:.·;acy of economic development 11

( 8)

should constitute

one of the most important elements of Indian foreign policy. Accor-

1C2
ding to Prof. J. Bandyopadhyay" the foreign policies of all quasidiffere.ntiated or Economically developing states tend to be geared
.

. (9)

to the needs of domestic economic development 11 •
C • POLITICAL TR!.D IT ION •

As Nehru said ".4 country's foreign policy ultimately
emerges from its ovm tradition, urges, objectives and more particularly from its recent past 11 •

The political tradition, pArticularly

the recent one of any country is an important d3terminant of its
foreign policy.

Likewise, Indian foreign policy is the

prod~,JJ:t

of

Tradi tiional values of her society and commi tiD3nts of national movements during freedom struggle.

0

The roots of Indian foreign policy

are to be found in her civilisation, the heritMge of British policies, the independence movement and the influence of

Gandh~an

philo-

sophy.
The ancient Indian tradition of non- violence in general and the

~sokan

tradition in particulnr, found its manifestation

in an idealist approach to politics, both national and International,
in the mainstream of the Indian national movement led by Mahatma
Gandhio

J. B. Bandopadhyaya

s~s

up our political traditions

as follows (I) Idealist view of politics

an~

power with emphasis on

peace and nonviolence; (2) Idealist approach to internationalism;
(9) Anti-imperialism and anti-racialism; (4) .ltsianism; (5) Rejection
of both We stern c.::)i t ::lism and communism.

1C3
Some of our basic principles such as anti-imperialism, antiracialism were formulated during the course of freedom striJggle.
Besid~s

Gandhism, Marxism and Laskian liberalism have also influen-

ced our foreign policy makers.

Perhaps, this explains India's per-

petual preference for the socialist camp.

India generally condemns

the West But gives a benefit .of doubt to the S:lviet Union.
These ideals, developed during the Indian national movement,
gave the Indian people a certain autonom&us in political thinking
and a world out look which fitted neither with that of the Western
countries nor that of the communist bloc.
D. DOMESfiC MILLI2U

It is clear that foreign policy and domestic policy are
inseparably interlinked.

According to G. F. Kennan

like many other things, begins at home' 1

~country's

11

cracy~J

XGIG!lX

policy,

foreign policy

is an exercise in the extension of its self-interest.·
flextion of the domestic

for·~ign

It is a re-

scene of a nation if it is a demo-

In other words it is an extension of domestic policy ..
Economic copability and political traditions are important

elements of domestic millieu.

Other elements pertaining to domes-

tic millieu are the role of the ruling elite, the probums of state
building and the party structure ate.,

In Jiyjia the ruling elite

always had the best oriented back ground but as far as foreign policy is concerned, Nehru with his towering personality eliminated
their influence.

E • INTERl"lATIOl"lAL MILL8.U.
The

gro\~h
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of InternatiOnal law and organisation, the muta-

.

tional impact of technological advance on international politics,
and the political evaluation of the Nat ion states are same of the
major factors which impart an essentially dynamic character to the
international millieu ·within which a state has to formulate its
extern.al policies..

Logically, there fore, the foreign policy of a

state must be conditioned and influenced to a great

ext~nt,

in any

given period, by the international millieu which has to be treated
by the policy makers as a given datum for all practical purposes.
Upon the end of the Second World War foreign policy c.was
largely a matter of military strength and alliances.
of the

~cond

Since the end

World War, the mergence of a large number of indepen-

dent but militarily weak.

States in 1\sia and .li,frica, have pre-

foundly altered the character of the international mil leu within
nation- states have to function.
international millieu has been

Indeed, the transformation of tr:e
ssxr~i~~i

so radical and es vast

during the last two and a half decades, in spite of powerful vestiges of the old tradition still remaining, that it is surprising how
little these seem to have affected the forei]n thinking of most of
the States.

The transformed charact2r of the international milli·::u

however, does not affect all states in the same manner.

:\s a

matter of fact, a detailed examination of the subject would reveal
that the internatlbonal milieu impinges differently on the foreign
policy of each state, although subsystemic similarities can be
( 10)

found within a similar group of states.
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POLITICAL· IN SfiTTJTI()'J s.

While Geography, economic development, political tradition, the domestic milieu and the international milieu canstitute
the boundary conditions within which decision making in foreign
policy pepends largely on the process of decision making at various
level.

On the nature and extent of articulate public opinion on

foreign policy and the manner of its expression, the institutions
of the political parties concerned with foreign policy, pressare
groups, parliament, the foreign office, the foreign minister, and
finally the cabineto
0

A. PUBLIC OPINION.
As in other democracies, the role of public opinion in
India is confined to domestic issues.

Because of general backward.-,

ness the involvement of the people with foreign policy is evenless
than that of the people in more advanced countries.

It can there-

fore, be safely said that the foreign policy of India has been
based on a broad consensus of domestic public opinion.
B. PARTY INSflTUTIONS.

Although foreign policy decision ·are made in a parliamentary system of §overnment by the party or parties in power the actual
role played by the inner institutions of the different parties, and
the extent of their effectiveness in influencing the decision-making

1G6
processo
In countries like soviet Union with a one party system
there is no practical distinction between the party and the
Government, and the former naturally exercises a decisive influence on both domestic and foreign policy.
In theory, India has accepted the· British convention of
the ruling party formulating the outlines of policy and leaving it
to the discretion of the Government to formulate the policy in ·
detail with reference to concrete pro;Jlems and situations. But
during the Nehru and Indira era, in practice, on account of the
predominant role played by Nehru 8nd Indira as the maker of fo!"-!'
eign policy both for the Congress and for the Government of India,
the distinction between the role of the party and that of the
0

Government had been virtually obliterated.

There are, however,

four formal institutions within the ruling party, namely, the
foreign Department of the AICC, the standing committee on extern al affairs of the congress parliamentary party and the congress
parliamentary party Executive, which are

conc~rned

indirectly with the making of foreign policya
even such

institution~lization,

directly or

Other parties lack

with the possible exception of the

leftist parties such as ~I, CPI(M) etc. which has certain special
institutions concerned with foreign polic_y.
Cl) PRESSJRE GROOPS

There is no pressure groups on foreign policy as in
America.

The Indian Chamber of Commerce is interested on in trade

1G7
and commerce.

In our country no systematic sutdy of the existence

of pressure. groups and their mode of functioning has so far takes
place, but the available evidence and observation of the Indian
political scene lead to the conclusion that they are in a developing condition here, although their influence on the making of
foreign policy seems »SX so far negligible.
1. BUSINESS INTERESfSo

Business interests, which constitute perhaps the most
important pressure group in some of the We stern countries, have
not so far evinced any organised interest in foreign policy. The
Federation of Indian chamber of commerce and Industry and other
similar organisations of industrialists and businessman usually
pass resolutions and make statements on the economic policy. But
they have not so far passed a single resolution on foreign policy.
The fact that organised business interests in India have ao
predominant control over the Indian press should at least theoretically enable them to exert some influence on foreign policy,
( 11)

though in a some what negative way.
2., ARMED FORCEs.

To some extent in most countries, but particularly in
the Afro-Asian States, the army exerts great pressure on tl-:e
making of Foreign Policy.

This, how.:=ver, has not so far happen-

ed in India, at laast in an obvious way, largely due to the fact
that the Indian Freedom Movement, beging essentially non-violent,
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was almost entirely a civilian movement, and governmental power
after independence naturally passed into civilian hands.
3. CIVIL SERVANTS.

There is common talk in Ne,N Delhi about
.l\merical" and

"p~2oviet" Lobbies"
0

"pr~

among the civil servants in

all important ministers~ especially in the South Block. Krishna
Menon believes that there are only pre-t.. merican lobbi;~s in the
( 12)
South Block.
The former for:~ign Minister, M.c. Chagla, bm..ever, maintains that in his personal experience there were no
(13)
lobbies of either «i~~~tti~fi description in the South Block.
The

tru~h

seems to be what while there may be individuals with

particular videological conviction or political orientation,
there is no organised foreign loby in the Sbuth Block.

Like otrer

disciplined civil servants, members of the Indian foreign service
tend to be the line laid down by the prime minister and the fore,

ign minister; indeed, it is their official duty to do so. InEiian
foreign service .1\ssocirition, which can conceivably be called a
pr~ssure

group, has not so far attempted to influence the making

of foreign policy in any way.
4.t TRL\.DE UNIONs.

As regards tr3r:le

unions~

although

ther·~

are some

national unions in India, their organisation and functioning reflect the economic and social backwardness of the country and

tM~~

they have not proved to be an effective force for influencing·
the Government even with re:;J ard to domestic economic or political
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policies, much less so in respect of foraign policy.

~s

a matter

of fact, the Indian trade Unions have seldom taken any direct interest in problems of foreign policy.
D. PARLIAMENT.

Parliament in a democratic state is expected to
influence the formulation of foreign policy in a 'Jariety of ways.
Its resolution, either supporting or opposing the policy suggested
by the Government or by suggesting or forcing upon the Government
new pqlicies, whether of a broad or spectfic nature are expected to·

affect vitally the broad orientation, detailed formulation and
implementation of foreign policy.

It can also influence specific

aspects of foreign policy through its power. to sanction apprepri&tion by cutting dovm or increasing the budgets of the Ministers of
!:xternal Affairs. ·Defence and other allied ministries.
dual member of parliament specializing in

for~ign

Indivi-

affairs, whether

belonging to the ruling party or the opposition can influence the
making of foreign relation by pointing attention to defects en the
policies pursued or proposed by the Governments.
1u"ticle 246 of the Indian constitution empowers
parliament to legislate on all aspects of foreign affairs, which
is detained as "all matters which bring the union into relation
with any foreign country".
As regards the consulative committee of the pa!'liament for the ministry of external affairs, it consists of

x~~x~~

representatives of all the political parties and independents,
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roughly in prooortion to their strength in parliament.

The fore-

ign minister as tbe exofficie;l chairman of the cornmi ttee.

The

consulative committee of the parliament for the ministry of external affairs has not so far been able to play an advisory role with
regard to the making of

for·~ign

policy..

It is expected to meet

at least twice during each session of parliament for advising the
0

foreign minister on policy problems. · Its status,

hov~ver

is based

on convention and not on law.
There is nothing in tr:e Indian constitution or the
conventions of parliamentary government to prevent parliament from
assuming greawr responsibility with reqard to tt·:e formulation of
for~ign

( 14)

policy than it has done so far.

E.CABillET.

The making of foreign policy by the Indian cabinet
was merely an aspect of the
during the Nehru era.

general functioning of the cabinet

That Nehru generally dominated the procee-

ding of the cabinet is a well kno•.nm fact.

S:!v~ral

resigning mi-

nisters, notably Dr. A.mbedkar and C., D. Oeshmukh, bitterly complained of Nehru• s p:nactice of taking vital
ting the cabinet.

decisions without consul-

Many believe that seme crucial policy decisions

with regard to Kashmir in the early phase were taken by
without consulting the cabinet or even

Sa~ar

~hhru

Patal. the Deputy

prime J.liinistero
By 1956, Krishna Menor was in the cabinet as Nahru's
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principal advisor on foreign policy, while oHe r senior membe-r
like Go B. Pant, Morarji Desai and Maulana Azad '1.-rere content to
exercise their influence mainly in the domestic spheree
According to the former minister M..

c.

Chagla,
it
0

was Krishna Menon who was responsible for the policy decision
with regard to Hungery in 19!)6 and the Goa action in 1961 and
Nehru merely had to come to his defence subsequently.

Morarji

Desai and several other former cabinet minister's and political
leaders are of the opinion that on account of (a) Nehru's personal sympathy for the Soviet Union and (b) ~viet support (and

u.s.

opposition) to India on the Kashmir que•stion at the United
nat ions, Nehru 1 s own policy on Hungary VI.'Ould probably have been
0

nl y me rginal different from that of !vie non, as in fact it turned

out to be after Nehru took up the Hungarian question himse 1 f, with
regard to both Hungary and Goa, Menon's personal role in decision
making was much more important that of cabinet

~~r

or Nehru

himself.
Lalbahadur Slastri ere ated the New post of foreign
minister, but Mr ..

s~aran

Singh did not enjoy the st.3tUs which

would have enabled him to act independently.
After M.

c.

Chagla resigned as foreign minister on

the langu<3ge issue, Prime Minister Indira Gandhi retained the
foreign portfolio herself for a relatively longtime. Mrs. Gandhi
modified her position subsequently like Nehru.

Former senior
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member of her cabinet assert that, like he-r

fr~ther,

Mrs. Gandhi

likes to take foreign policy decision generally without consulting
the cabinet.
It is natural in such a situation the cabinet also
would loss its importance from the view point of foreign policy
for the role that the cabinet plays in the making of foreign
policy depends especially when there is an independent foreign
minister, to a large extent on the initiative taken by the for0

eign minister in studying policy problems and referring them to
the prime minister and the cabinet.
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